This review first appeared in the January 2011 issue of hi-end hifi magazine High Fidelity of Poland. You can also
read this review of the Gato Audio AMP-150 in its original Polish version. We publish its English translation in a mutual syndication arrangement with publisher Wojciech Pacula. As is customary for our own reviews, the writer’s signature at review’s end shows an e-mail address should you have questions or wish to send feedback. All images contained
in this review are the property of High Fidelity or Gato Audio - Ed.
Reviewer: Wojciech Pacuła
CD player: Ancient Audio Lektor Air
Phono preamp: RCM Audio Sensor Prelude IC
Cartridges: Air Tight Supreme, Miyajima Laboratory Waza
Preamp: Ayon Audio Polaris III with ReGenerator II power supply
Power amp: Tenor Audio 175S and Soulution 710
Integrated amp: Leben CS300XS custom
Loudspeakers: Harpia Acoustics Dobermann
Headphones: AKG K701, Ultrasone PROLine 2500, Beyerdynamic DT-990 Pro 600 Ω
Interconnects: CD-preamp Acrolink Mexcel 7N-DA6300, preamp-power amp Wireworld Platinum Eclipse, speaker
cable Tara Labs Omega Onyx
Power cords: Acrolink Mexcel 7N-PC9300 (all equipment)
Power conditioning: Gigawatt PF-2 Filtering Power Strip
audio stand: Base under all components, Pro Audio Bono under CD
Resonance control: Finite Elemente Ceraball under the CD, turntables change continuously
Review component retail in Poland: €5.590

Gato Audio’s website names Poul Rossing as chief individual but it’s worth noting that as chair of the board he only
owns ¼th of the company. His presence really adds five full decades of business acumen and hifi industry knowledge.
Gato Audio is actually run by managing director Frederik and creative director Kresten. Back to Poul, he began work
in his father’s workshop in the 1950s and soon became a distributor of major audio brands. In 1973 and under the
Avance brand he then decided to design and manufacture his own loudspeakers. This became one of the first companies to profit from Chinese cooperation. Due to internal events Avance would eventually sell to Rossing’s Chinese
coworkers who continue to maintain the brand today. Part of the acquisition agreement included the design of a few
more loudspeaker lines for which Poul would be assisted by engineer Milad Kahfizadeh.

Frederik Johansen and Kresten meanwhile first met at Holfi where Frederik oversaw production and logistics. By 2001
Johansen was at Scandinavian manufacturer Thule which manufactured its own as well as OEM electronics. The latter
were branded Avance but included work for TEAC (their A-BX10 for example). This stint would become merely another
notch in Frederik’s broad career belt.

In 2003 when Scandinavian hifi firm GamuT underwent its most troubled period, Poul Rossing bought the company
and together with Milad Kahfizadeh restructured it by founding GamuT International A/S. Both gentlemen were
renowned loudspeaker specialists. Milad had worked as head of applications and engineering for Tymphany—Vifa,
Peerless and Scan-Speak—to be a truly formidable acoustical engineer who today helps voice Gato Audio’s speakers.
GamuT at the time however was regarded mostly as an electronics company.

To redress the new team’s engineering competence they hired headhunters to recruit a new head for their electronics department. This became Frederik Johansen who by 2004 departed Thule Audio to join the relaunched GamuT.
Together with designer Kresten Dinesen these men were responsible for GamuT’s resurrection. From 2003 to 2006
Gamut was operating at full health with a complete product line and established distribution. Poul Rossing now decided
to sell it and finally retire.

But by 2007 in Lyskær
not far from Copenhagen
something occurred to bring
him out of retirement again.
Frederik Johansen and
Kresten Dinesen had joined
with Rasmus Holm to launch
a completely new company
called Gato Audio. By 2009
Poul joined as minority share
holder and became chairman
of the board. Note that this
team of Scandinavian audio
veterans includes not merely
engineers but a bona fide industrial designer. One glance
at today’s AMP-150 suffices
to appreciate that advanced
industrial design had a very
large influence on the final
product and that Gato was
less concerned with costs
but adamant that their amp
would look as good as it
sounded.
Mission accomplished!

Kresten Dinesen added: “As you already explained, Frederik and I run the company, Frederik as managing director, I
as creative director. After we founded Gato Audio, Poul Rossing offered his assistance and he now owns a quarter of
the company and is chairman of the board. We profit from his 50 years of business acumen and hifi industry experience. Here’s what’s important. All our products are the result of a complete team effort. None of our products are developed or finalized by a single person. The Gato Audio development team is really a very strategic group which holds
a very wide spectrum of expert knowledge on everything from hardware and software engineering to industrial design
including musicians and audio specialists.”

The AMP-150 is thus a joint effort of the entire in-house development team. With its curved cheeks, inlaid wooden
top, milky-white display and classy remote controller it looks fantastic – and that covers just the basics. Despite its
compact enclosure the amplifier is powerful to deliver 150W at 8Ω and 250W at 4Ω. In the circular display the nomenclature of inputs relies on icons explained on the back panel which is comprehensively equipped with RCA/XLR outputs
and mixed inputs of which one can be converted to unity gain to become a pass-thru for home theatre applications.
A novel feature is the preheater [yellow icon below]. That’s used to quickly bring the output transistors to full operating temperature. What otherwise would take two hours before currents and voltages fully stabilize to settle distortion
at the preset low level takes about 10-15 minutes with the push of a button which runs higher current through the
transistors to preheat them. For obsessive compulsive types this is pure audiophile heaven.

Sound: During the test I used the following discs - Depeche Mode, Hole To Feed/Fragile Tension, Mute Records,
CDBONG42, MS CD; Donald Byrd, The Cat Walk, Blue Note/Audio Wave, AWMXR-0009, XRCD24; Jan Bokszczanin,
Komeda – Inspirations, Zakłady Płytowe, ZP 140770-09, gold-CD; Miles Davis, Seven Steps To Heaven, Columbia/Analogue Productions, CAPJ 8851 SA, SACD/CD; Norah Jones, Featuring, Blue Note, 09868 2, CD; Suzanne Vega, CloseUp, Vol 1. Love Songs, Amanuensis Productions/Cooking Vinyl, COOKCD521, CD; Stereo Sound Reference Record.
Jazz&Vocal, Stereo Sound, SSRR4, SACD/CD; Laurie Anderson, Homeland, Nonesuch, 524055-2, CD+DVD; Savage,
Tonight, Extravaganza Publishing Srl/Klub80, CD001, 25th Anniversary Limited Edition, CD; Cassandra Wilson, Silver
Pony, Blue Note, 29752, CD; Yoko Ono, Yes, I‘m A Witch, Astralwerks, ASW79287, CCD;.

The AMP-150 is an uncompromising amplifier in all meanings of the term - design, craftsmanship and sound. I’ll cover
the physical construction later to first handle sonics. Its uncompromising character here resides in the fact that it does
not try to shape the sound in any way (or its designers managed without making it apparent). So the first definition is
by negation. It’s not a sound that is warmed up, softened, brightened, slowed down or voiced to mimic tubes or curry
any other favors. And at least in the beginning one does not hear any of the usual giveaways of high power.
Its special asset and leit motif for any listening session with it thus becomes uncompromising neutrality. But don’t
equate that with a bloody massacre of your beloved recordings. As I’ve said many times before, similar no-compromise
attempts in the lower price strata—say well below 10.000zł—do tend to despise inferior recordings. There zero compromise fails. The fight for an even tonal balance and ultimate transparency lacks the proper resolution to flesh it out
materially. One ends up with something squeaky clean and transparent but not much music.

With the AMP-150 it can clearly be heard that the idea was to similarly strip the sound of distortion and colorations
(which are merely another form of distortion). But because this is a true high-end effort, other vital aspects which fill
out this clean sheet or empty frame are present. Here the midrange profits most of all.

At first we’ll notice the treble. That I’ll get to in a moment. The midrange shows how high power, low distortion and low
noise—all the usual attributes of a solid-state amplifier—can translate into a sound that’s usually reserved for tube amplifiers. Yet I am most assuredly not talking about warmth. Rather its the ability to exhibit a fleshy properly developed
vocal band. This is where the Danish amp surprised me the most.

I listened to the trumpet of Donald Byrd from The Cat Walk and froze. The intensity of the warm midrange (which is
how this instrument sounds in the reissue) combined with the ability to sustain sounds when no longer transient-impact
loud but still requiring significant staying power was remarkable. The same occurred with otherwise calm keyboards
and electronics instruments whose attacks can routinely clip amplifiers. All the virtual stage actors were very free surrounded by depths and breadth and though detail was well above average it never congealed into a wall of sound but
remained a multitude of simultaneous events.

Such dynamics are usually easier achieved with tube amps which compress and clip softly to fool our ears into not
noticing it. Once we compare such behavior with something as unrestrained as today’s Gato amp we realize that while
with tubes a given frequency band of an instrument will be very pleasing indeed, another area suffers veiling such as
reduced treble clarity or outlines obscuring into the background and similar side effects. The AMP-150 was beyond any
such power limits yet it didn’t turn brutal as can often happen with muscle amps.

In tandem with high detail came the ability to differentiate. This amplifier will reveal more in a recording than we could
imagine. Differences between various editions, pressings or performers will be clear as day. After Byrd I spun the Miles
Davis Seven Steps To Heaven release in a splendid Analogue Production reissue and it was immediately clear that here
we had a different musician with a different instrument playing a different venue. The AP crew converted the master
tape without any compression and the resultant sound is far more violent and energetic in the top end than expected.
Here the trumpet could really pierce which was also as a result of how differently David played the instrument but the
Danish amp parlayed all of it without hesitation.

Yet it didn’t default into blatantly showing off any fixation on details. The effect was often amazing but after a few
weeks of listening I began to think that this degree of resolution/magnification was merely a side effect of neutrality
and concomitant refusal to manipulate the signal. Extra-musical elements like recorded piano pedal action, the squeak
of a chair, the rustle of score sheets turned which are often lost in noise or covered up by louder signal were very clear.
Yet they never intruded in the main event of the music itself. They simply attributed to the illusion that mechanical
playback was in fact real.
After commenting on the midrange and resolution one arrives at having to make a decision. Is this amplifier for us?
Here of course I refer to a potential client. My personal feelings should never influence others. Whether a reviewer likes
something more or less, what his notions on the ideal/absolute sound are remain of course important bits of information but secondary rather than primary. They can assist decision making but never replace it.
Making a decision becomes necessary here as it won’t be a sound that satisfies one and all. This is a fundamentally
ultra transparent clean presentation which resembled the Krell EVO222+EVO442 combo with slightly higher midrange
saturation and superior differentiation power. This made it utterly different from the Atoll INT400 I just reviewed for
Audio and different also from the Mark Levinson N° 531 (Audio 12/2010). The Gato amp arrives at its vocal band
saturation with linearity, phase coherence and a removal of distortion rather than contouring the bracketing bands
by softening the treble or boosting the upper bass. This degree of lucidity and fully developed treble won’t suit many
speakers. I’d certainly stay clear of the German Physiks HRS120 Carbon and pursue something along the lines of an
Avalon Ascendant or Isophon Berlina RC7 – speakers with creamy textures that won’t harden transients.
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The AMP-150’s top end is ferociously clean and resolved. This can nearly suggest that there’s too much of it. Yet there
is no glare or glint. The amount of detail in the upper part of the audible spectrum is simply so high that at a 2-4m
distance from the speakers it can seem higher than realistic. The issue of sound reproduction in the home rather
than the amp itself intrudes but the result is nonetheless as described. The bass meanwhile is very different from the
treble, i.e. different from a Krell and on timbre perhaps closest to a valve amp or solid-state BAT. The attack is slightly
softened and the upper bass flat. My understanding became that with more powerful goosed harder bass (of which
Krell amps were often accused) the tonal balance would shift to result in a contoured voicing which would grow tiresome over time.
Even so pace timing and internal pulses weren’t slowed down or blurred. To verify this I used club remixes from the
Depeche Mode max single Hole To Feed/Fragile Tension and Yoko Ono’s Yes, I’m A Witch. PRaT itself was fantastic. Yet
when I played Laurie Anderson’s Homeland that which I mentioned earlier was apparent – the very low bass wasn’t as
taut and its transient textures were slightly bloomier.

Instrumental definition was brilliant however, with space in front, behind, to the sides or wherever else the producer and
sound engineer wanted them to be. Gahan’s voice from the maxi single appeared from a sort of dome above me whose
precise origin I couldn’t pinpoint. I had the impression of attending some ceremony in a large church. I had similar impressions with “A Love Again” from the Savage disc Tonight. I found it incredible how this apparently simple music was
in fact crafted from tremendous deliberation.

It’s why many modern productions sound like plastic. Two people involved in this recording, Rafał Lachmirowicz and
Damian Lipiński, told me that to make a drum kick sound as it should they needed to overlay eight bass drum kicks.
The Gato showed this well and reproduced the unnaturally huge dynamics of such a recording as Savage probably envisioned it. Regarding perspective the instruments were transported into my acoustic. Rather than a window onto another
venue, the events appeared in front of me in my room. Output could be tremendously high but remained well separated. The scale of Norah Jones’ Featuring was appropriately smaller while Savage and Byrd were far more expansive.

The AMP-150 is both physically beautiful and sonically uncompromised. Evaluation with specific speakers is mandatory. Besides the earlier mentions I’d recommend models by Spendor, Harbeth and Sonus Faber. Gato Audio of course
also has beautiful loudspeakers in their own catalog. Those ought to be tailor made for this amplifier. Key traits here
are openness, freedom from distortion, cleanliness and very high dynamics. It tracks what the source delivers very
well and performs clearly better from the unbalanced inputs. There is thus no need to worry about a CD player, file
player or phono stage with XLR outputs.
Description: The Gato Audio AMP-150 is supremely attractive. Besides Franco Serblin’s Ktêma speakers this has
been the only audio arrival of late which impressed my family. The Dane’s obvious assets are the modest external
dimensions and brilliant industrial design. The front presents to the eye a very thick slab of aluminum. Its shapely
contours are a welcome break from the typical rectangular plates. The two big metal knobs control inputs selection
and volume. The dominant visual signature becomes the round window in the middle with its milky-white background
and input icons which are backlit red when active. The volume indicator is a needle to faintly recall Avantgarde Acoustics’ Model 5 and strongly suggest a car’s speedometer. Only the heater function lights up in green when selected.
Light intensity is adjustable via a potentiometer on the back. The mute button has the selected input icon flashing
when engaged. The back sports wonderful Neutrik/WBT-level socketry with four RCA inputs, 1 XLR input and single
RCA/XLR outputs.

The ‘tape’ input can be converted to ‘direct’ by selecting it whilst depressing the mute button for over two seconds. The
central IEC power inlet is accompanied by a mechanical mains switch and bracketed by WBT0765 Safety Line single
speaker terminals. The top cover is a wooden insert available in a variety of colors. The cheeks are semi-circular heatsink extrusions running the full length of the unit. How they’re shaped means that carrying the amp around won’t cut
your hands.

The remote wand deserves special mention as it is designed as carefully and beautifully as the amp. It’s made of metal,
not unduly heavy and has a sloped front and back. The control buttons are small and operate both the amp and forthcoming player while the volume control is a small wheel with rubber ring that operates like a chassis-mounted rotary
control for tactile pleasure and convenience.
The circuit covers a few boards. The input PCB sits near the back plate and sports NEC relays and an analog BB
PGA2320 resistor-ladder IC. As a single-ended circuit, the XLR i/o ports are convenience items de/symmetrized by a
TL07a chip. The high-quality socketry is soldered directly to the board. From there a short shielded cable carries the
signal to the amplification stage which combines surface-mount and thru-hole parts. The control transistors are bipolar
and mount to the same heat sink as the metal-clamped PolarHT HiPerFET output Mosfets with terrific specifications
that are operated in push/pull class AB. The lateral heatsinks are milled semi cylinders with maximal surface cooling to
explain the high weight of the compact enclosure.

The power supply occupies most of the internal real estate. The center is taken up by a Nortel toroid with four secondaries for the preamplifier stage, control section, digital circuitry and output stage. All voltages except for the power
section are stabilized. The latter’s supply filtering benefits from two enormous capacitors with bolted contacts covered
by a shield.

This is a quite simple but extremely well executed construction without undue excess related to overly expensive boutique parts but an overspec’d power supply in a gorgeous enclosure. Beauty in simplicity!

Technical data (according to the manufacturer):
Output power: 2 x 150W RMS (8Ω) / 2 x 250W RMS (4Ω)
Input impedance: 20kΩ (RCA) / 40kΩ (XLR)
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz at ±0.5dB, 2Hz-100kHz at ±3dB
Preamplifier output impedance: 100Ω RCA and 200Ω XLR
THD: <0.05%
S/N ration (weighted ‘A’): >100dB
Gain: 27dB (+10dB headroom)
Recommended amplifier load: 4Ω -16Ω
Short circuit protection: <1.5Ω
Power consumption: standby <1W, no signal < 40W, in heat mode <200W, max 600W
Weight: 13.8kg
Complete specs

